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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather
reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth
make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and
Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against surprise
or danger.

Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his
devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and
pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will
forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
I John 4:18: "There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear: because fear hath torment.
He that feareth is not made perfect in love."
Heb 13:6: "So that we may boldly say, The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear what man shall do
unto me."
II Timothy 1:7: "For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a
sound mind."

A Believers Authority In Christ and Warring in the Spirit
Thou shalt tread upon the lion and adder: the young lion and the dragon
Psa 91:13
shalt thou trample under feet.
2 Timothy 1:7 For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of
love, and of a sound mind.
Eph 6:10 ¶ Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his
might.
Eph 6:11 Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against
the wiles of the devil.
Eph 6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities,
against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual
wickedness in high places.
Eph 6:13 Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able
to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.
Eph 6:14 Stand therefore, having your loins girt about with truth, and having on
the breastplate of righteousness;
Eph 6:15 And your feet shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;
Eph 6:16 Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to
quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.
Eph 6:17 And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is
the word of God:
Eph 6:18 Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and
watching thereunto with all perseverance and supplication for all saints; Also:
2Cor 10:3 For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war after the flesh:
2Cor 10:4 For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through
God to the pulling down of strong holds;
2Cor 10:5 Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself
against the knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the
obedience of Christ;
2Cor 10:6 And having in a readiness to revenge all disobedience, when your
obedience is fulfilled.
1John 3:8 …For this purpose the Son of God was manifested, that he might

destroy the works of the devil.
Luk 10:17¶ And the seventy returned again with joy, saying, Lord, even the devils
are subject unto us through thy name.
Luk 10:18 And he said unto them, I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven.
Luk 10:19 Behold, I give unto you power to tread on serpents and scorpions, and
over all the power of the enemy: and nothing shall by any means hurt you.
Luk 10:20 Notwithstanding in this rejoice not, that the spirits are subject unto
you; but rather rejoice, because your names are written in heaven.
Forbidden Gates: How Genetics, Robotics, Artificial Intelligence, Synthetic
Biology, Nanotechnology, & Human Enhancement Herald the Dawn of TechnoDimensional Spiritual Warfare – Excerpts of Parts Four & Five
Part 4--Gregory Boyd in his book God at War: The Bible and Spiritual Conflict, explains:
“It is therefore the responsibility of every believer to understand the need to put on "the
whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. " (Eph
6:11)... The general assumption of both the Old and New Testaments is that the earth is
virtually engulfed by cosmic battle between good and evil, and that evil and suffering are
ultimately due to the evil aspect of this diabolical siege.
In the tenth chapter of the Book of Daniel, the Bible lifts the curtain on this interdimensional activity in what is considered to be one of the most important scriptures
having to do with spiritual warfare. This is where the prophet Daniel is found fasting and
praying for twenty-one days. He had purposed to chasten himself before the Lord in
hopes that God would bless him with a revelation of Israel's future. On the twenty-first
day of his fast, while standing on the bank of the Tigris River, an angel suddenly
appeared to him and said, "...from the first day that thou didst set thine heart to
understand, and to chasten thyself before thy God, thy words were heard, and I am
come for thy words" (Dan. 10:12).
If a messenger was dispatched from heaven "from the first day," why did it take three
weeks before he arrived? The angel provided the answer by explaining that a powerful
Persian demon had opposed him for twenty-one days. Not until the archangel Michael
came to assist in the battle was he free to continue his journey. The Book of Daniel also
describes similar powers at work behind Babylon, Greece, and Rome, revealing an
incredible tenet—that demons can control not only individuals, but entire societies on a
territorial scale.
In Persian theology, the spirit that opposed Daniel and his angel would have been
identified as Ahriman, whose legend closely parallels the biblical fall of Lucifer.
According to Persian religion, Ahriman was the Death-dealer—the powerful and selfexisting evil spirit, from whom war and all other evils had their origin. He was the chief of
the cacodaemons, or fallen angels, expelled from heaven for their sins. After being
kicked out of heaven, the cacodaemons endeavored to settle down in various parts of
the earth and out of revenge found pleasure in tormenting the inhabitants of the earth.
Ahriman and his followers finally took up their abode in the space between heaven and
the earth and there established their domain, called Ariman-abad—the abode of
Ahriman. From this location, the cacodaemons could intrude into and attempt to corrupt
the governments of men.

Part 5--In 1918, famed occultist Aleister Crowley in attempting to discover how those
evil emissaries discussed in the last entry could be extended from their kosmos into
man's reality undertook to create a magical vortex that would span the gap between the
world of the seen and the unseen. Crowley's ritual was called the Amalantrah Working
and according to his records became successful when a presence manifested itself
through the rift. He called this being "Lam" and drew a portrait of it. The startling image,
detailed over ninety years ago, bears powerful similarity with "alien greys" of modern
pop culture.
Nearly three decades after the Amalantrah Working, rocket scientist and cofounder of
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Jack Parsons and his pal L. Ron Hubbard (Church of
Scientology founder) conducted a second ritual called the "Babylon Working" in an
attempt to reopen Crowley's gateway. These men were not looking for Lam. They
wanted to incarnate the Whore of Babylon—a demon child or gibborim—through a
portal during ritual sex. Parsons wrote that the ceremony was successful and that at
one point a brownish/yellow light came through the doorway and something invisible
struck him, knocking a candle out of his hand.
It is interesting to note that following Crowley's magic portal (which allegedly produced
the alien-looking Lam) and Hubbard and Parson's Babylon Working ritual, Crowley died
in 1947—the same year as the Roswell crash and the same year Kenneth Arnold saw
his flying saucers and sightings of "aliens" increased around the world. Some believe
this is evidence that a demonic portal was indeed breached by these men.
In a more modern day example of this Satanic activity we read:
The 9:9:10 StarGate Opening and Gathering here at the Light Lodge is themed
RIDING THE 9th MAYAN WAVE to 2012.
We need your assistance in opening the StarGates.
Performing this service requires that a certain number of awakened StarSeeds or
Light Workers coordinate with us at each sacred site. We need 12 or more at each
site in order to Open a StarGate at the Sacred Site Selected.
Be one of those helping Gaia to receive these special
cosmic benedictions from the Stars!
The 9:9 Star Gate Opening is for All Beings to Come Together at sacred sites or
abodes of the Light to explore what consciousness the ninth wave will create and
what it will require of each of us to be able to step up to becoming co-creators
with this wave. Thus WE WILL BE DOING OUR PART to accomplish the
Ascension and be ready for 2012! Rather, what the end of the calendar system is
all about is a completion, or fulfillment, of evolutionary processes that have been
going on from the beginning of time and led the world to what it is today. These
nine cosmic forces are the nine evolutionary progressions (Underworlds), each
through thirteen energies that the prophetic Mayan calendar system is made up
from. It is however the ninth and highest of these wave movements that will bring

about the final shift to unity consciousness that will culminate as the calendar
comes to an end.
At the 9:9 StarGate Opening and Gathering here at the Light Lodge we will each
be led to personally interact with these nine cosmic forces. Carl Johan Calleman,
Ph. D. in Physical Biology from the University of Stockholm and has been a
Senior Researcher at the University of Washington... points out that despite all
these previous shifts in cosmic history there is something very special and
significant with the new consciousness that may be expected to be generated by
the ninth wave. It is designed to bring a shift to unity consciousness where the
human mind no longer will be dominated by any dark filter."
In July 2008 the StarDoves were deployed to a Sacred Appalachian Smoky
Mountain Meditation Retreat. They were sent to establish an enclave of the
Ascended Masters as well as an outpost for the Ashtar Command
There are 12 main lattice areas fed by high frequency geophysical pyramids. One
of these areas is here in the Blue Ridge Smoky mountains near Asheville, North
Carolina and are today called Mt. Pisgah and Mt. Mitchell. Key time clock areas in
the USA also exist at Mt. Shasta. StarDoves have been led to the Promised Land!
http://www.stardoves.com/

Gulf Loop Current Stalls from BP Oil Disaster: Global Consequences if Current
Fails to Reorganize

Sterling D. Allan--Pure Energy Systems News--Sat, 28 Aug 2010--This could be the
most significant man-caused Earth Changes news thus far in my lifetime. This
morning, Lesie Pastor informed the New Energy Congress of a report by Your
Own World USA that as of July 28,
Oceanographic satellite data now shows that the Loop Current in the Gulf of
Mexico has stalled as a consequence of the BP oil spill [volcano] disaster. This
according to Dr. Gianluigi Zangari, an Italian theoretical physicist, and ‘major complex
and chaotic systems analyst’ at the Frascati National Laboratories in Italy.
He further notes that the effects of this stall have also begun to spread to the Gulf
Stream. This is because the Loop Current is a crucial element of the Gulf Stream itself
and why it is commonly referred to as the "main engine" of the Stream.
The concern now, is whether or not natural processes can re-establish the stalled Loop
Current. If not, we could begin to see global crop failures as early as 2011.
Images of The Day After Tomorrow flashed in my head. The disruption of major ocean
currents is no small thing. The climate ramifications are massive, worldwide.
The Gulf Loop is the current that loops up, to
the right of the middle of the Gulf of Mexico
then drops down to the left of Florida where it
then passes below Florida into the Atlantic,
where it contributes to the Gulf Stream, which
passes up the east coast of the United States
and Canada.
The Gulf Stream is what keeps the east coast
of the U.S. as well as Britain and Europe
more temperate, compared to what they would be without this warm current passing by.

After reading through the article, seeing its scientific backing, and discussion of the
ramifications, I went to Google to see if this is getting mainstream press attention. A
Google News search for "Loop Current" Stalled came up nada, nothing.

"How could that be?" I wondered. This is huge, and it's something that mainstream
science and the mainstream press could easily verify and report.
I then placed a call to Paul Noel, who seems to always be up on things like this. I caught
him in the middle of a family vacation event at a museum, so I was only able to speak
with him for a couple of minutes, but he said that he had noticed that the current had
stalled. "I check the loop current periodically", he said. He also said that a new
phenomenon had cropped up on the beaches. Something about a "bathtub ring" of oil
residue. I didn't catch how this was new, and he had to go.
So apparently, this is a breaking development that will most likely take a while to sink in,
just as the initial BP rig fire and sinking and oil volcano took a while for people to realize
its significance and impact. The people still living near the Gulf may yet be in denial as
to the impact of the toxic fumes coming off the slick, poisoning their rain and crops and
groundwater. Now the other shoe drops. The Loop Current stalls, and now the globe will
feel the impact.
The mechanism by which the oil slick could lead to something like this could have to do
with the changed viscosity of the water penetrated with oil to great depths due to the
Corexit dispersant; and it could have to do with the darkened water attracting more solar
heat, increasing its temperature.
Here is the rest of the story from Your Own World USA
http://www.sott.net/articles/show/214379-Gulf-Loop-Current-Stalls-from-BP-Oil-DisasterGlobal-Consequences-if-Current-Fails-to-Reorganize

The Gulf Blue Plague is Evolving - Part II:
Corexit + Bacteria = Mutated Viruses
Source: http://worldvisionportal.org/wvpforum/viewtopic.php?f=52&t=958
by Michael Edward--If you haven’t read The Gulf BLUE PLAGUE is Evolving or Gulf
Oil Dispersant COREXIT is 11 Times More Lethal than Oil, you should do so in order
to better understand what is being presented here. Both articles, along with others

related to the Gulf time-bomb biological disaster, can be found at
http://worldvisionportal.org/wvpforum/viewforum.php?f=52 .
Without a doubt, the Gulf Blue Plague is evolving biologically as you will see factually
set before you here. In all probability, this is the primary reason the mainstream media
has been silenced, especially with regards to local media outlets along the Gulf Coast.
The Gulf of Mexico is a biological time bomb that is undoubtedly evolving into a
chemically induced breeding ground for mutating viruses. All the aspects exist in the
Gulf right now and have been established for over three months. Their ongoing
manipulated evolution into a viral plague or viral epidemic is evident, yet has been
ignored.
THE CATALYIST: COREXIT DISPERSANT CHEMICALS
The most prevalent ingredient in Corexit is 2-Butoxyethenol. This compound chemical is
especially toxic (poisonous) to the blood, kidneys, liver and the central nervous system
of all mammals, including porpoises, whales, and humans. Corexit also ruptures red
blood cells. Of and by itself, it causes cancer and birth defects. Oil mixed with Corexit is
11 times more lethal than oil alone.
The EPA eventually conceded that Corexit is a deadly toxic brew for 50% of any group
of test animals that comes in contact with it.
Yet, despite the obvious inherent dangers of Corexit, it’s being sprayed nightly by boats
and aircraft in a foolish attempt to disperse the surface oil and continue with the ruse
that the northern Gulf of Mexico is nothing to be concerned about any longer.
The problem with using Corexit, especially in the insane amounts that have already
been applied, is that it has never been tested in such massive quantities; has never
been tested for use on fragile ecosystem marshes; has never been tested for depths
below 1,000 meters; and has never been tested for use with large quantities of bacteria,
such as exist in great quantities in the Gulf of Mexico.
Gulf fishermen and shrimpers are now speaking out about having sighted graveyards of
birds, fish, dolphins and whale corpses floating on the surface which are being secretly
removed during the night by unknown third-party contracted vessels.
Chris Pinetich, a marine biologist and campaigner with the Sea Turtle Restoration
Project, confirmed what Steve and others had told me: that Coast Guard planes were
flying out at night spraying Corexit on the water and land. “People need to realize that
their water, their air, the sand they are walking on, they things they are touching when
they wake in the morning are coated with this stuff,” he said. “We are producing an
experiment in the Gulf the likes of which no one has ever seen. Top scientists admit
that. We are all part of the experiment.”
http://counterpunch.org/mcclintock08232010.html

Dr. Cake, along with commercial fishermen and Gulf Coast environmentalists, are
drawing direct parallels to BP's oil disaster and the use of toxic dispersants as the likely
cause of the increased numbers of fish kills they are witnessing.
"There are several parallels to the spill," Dr. Cake added. "We have evidence from
fisherman operating in the VOO [Vessels of Opportunity] fleet and fishermen in the area
who observed the spraying of dispersants by both aircraft and vessels in the immediate
vicinity of the fish kills. Therein lies one triggering mechanism."
http://www.ipsnews.net/news.asp?idnews=52627

But far more important is that Corexit is mutagen when in the presence of bacteria,
for which the Gulf of Mexico is a primary aquatic source.
Very few people really understand what a virus is or how it evolves. In the same
respect, most don’t comprehend what bacteria are… nor do they grasp what a cellular
mutation is.
Bacteria are a large group of single cell microorganisms that grow to a fixed size and
then reproduce through a form of asexual reproduction. Under optimal conditions,
bacteria can grow and divide rapidly and some bacterial populations can double as
quickly as every 9.8 minutes.
Most bacteria inherit identical copies of their parent's genes (they clone themselves).
However, all bacteria can evolve through changes made to their genetic material DNA
caused by mutations. Mutations come from errors made during the replication of DNA or
from exposure to mutagens (mutating agents), such as certain chemicals.
Despite their apparent simplicity, bacteria can also form complex associations with other
organisms. If bacteria form a parasitic association, they are classed as pathogens.
Pathogenic bacteria are a major cause of human death and disease.
Not all bacteria are bad as some are actually good for humans. Of the 400+ types of
bacteria that live in the human digestive system, many are considered good bacteria such as acidophilus - because they help the digestive system to do its job.
The modern word virus comes from the same Latin word which refers to poison and
other noxious substances. Essentially, a virus is a poison and an imported toxic body.
The origins of viruses are always conceived at a cellular level during the onset of their
existence.
In the early 20th century, an English bacteriologist named Frederick Twort discovered a
group of certain viruses that infect bacteria. These particular viral infected bacteria are
now called bacteriophages or, simply, phages.

Bacteriophages are viruses that change the DNA of bacteria. Many types of
bacteriophages exist. Some simply infect the host bacteria while others insert into and
alter the bacterial chromosome.
Bacteriophages are a common and diverse group of viruses and are the most
abundant form of biological entity in aquatic environments — there are up to ten
times more of these viruses in the oceans than there are bacteria, reaching levels of
250,000,000 bacteriophages per milliliter of seawater.. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virus
What we’re seeing in the Gulf of Mexico is a vast microorganism community of
bacteriological viruses (bacteriophages) that are prime candidates for mutation if certain
factors are present, such as mutagenic chemicals.
The word mutagen comes from Latin meaning origin of change. A mutagen is a
physical or chemical agent that changes the genetic material of an organism. Because
of this genetic change, it increases the frequency of mutations above the typical level.
Everything that causes a mutation is called a Mutating Agent or a Mutagen. There are
three basic types of mutagens:
1) Chemical Mutagens – such as pesticides, benzene, methane, and many others.
2) Physics Mutagens – such as an ultraviolet ray or radioactivity.
3) Bio Mutagens – which are bacteria and viruses.
If the bacterial cell containing an integrated viral DNA is exposed to things, such as UV
(ultraviolet) light, ionizing radiation, or chemical agents that cause mutation, the virus
can become activated. Once activated, the mutated virus replicates, matures, and
is released. Notice in this scenario all three growth factors for mutagens are
present & these are the exact same conditions that now exist in billions of gallons
of seawater in the gulf.
http://www.uiweb.uidaho.edu/micro_biology/250/Week12.pdf

The above clearly outlines what happens when certain chemical compounds, such as
those found in Corexit, are introduced to bacteria or viral bacteriophages. The result is a
mutated virus that quickly duplicates itself, develops into maturity, and then discharges
itself into the environment. A water environment discharge will become airborne due to
high temperatures or as a result of storms.
Chemical mutagens have been proven to increase the rate of genetic and chromosomal
abnormalities by as much as 100 times higher than the typical rate for spontaneous
mutations. Simply said, the introduction of chemical agents “super-charges” the speed
of mutation in a host organism.
http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/Virus%20mutation
Corexit - and its many variant formulas – is what the US Federal Government and US

Department of Defense is spraying from boats and aircraft onto the surface of the Gulf
of Mexico to “disperse” the oil. Many blame only BP for using Corexit, but the truth is
that President Obama authorized the spraying and use of this dispersant in early May,
2010. That’s why military C-130 Hercules aircraft from the US Air Force and Coast
Guard are involved along with private contractors – quasi-military mercenary
corporations – spraying from their boats.
One of the ingredients in the deadly Corexit brew is Benzene. Of and by itself, this
chemical is a volatile industrial solvent that comes from crude oi.
The short term breathing of high levels of benzene can result in death, while low
levels can cause drowsiness, dizziness, rapid heart rate, headaches, tremors,
confusion, and unconsciousness (a/k/a BP Flu or the Gulf Flu).
Human exposure to benzene is a global health problem. Benzene targets liver, kidney,
lung, heart and the brain and can cause DNA strand breaks, chromosomal damage
etc. Benzene causes cancer in both animals and humans.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benzene
If there was ever a perfect chemical agent to be classified as a super-mutagen,
Benzene is it.
Just imagine what this chemical mutagen does to any bacteriophages (viral bacterium)
it comes into contact with in the Gulf of Mexico. All it would take is one minuscule
cluster of viral bacteria to become doused in Benzene - and the other mutagenic
chemicals in Corexit - for a viral epidemic to evolve.
SO WHAT DOES ALLTHIS MEAN?
The Gulf of Mexico is a breeding ground for a pandemic viral plague primarily because
of the chemical mutagens being dumped into the water in vast quantities that we may
never be able to properly verify. The use of Corexit is no different than adding gasoline
to a small fire. The explosive result is the same.
The Blue Gulf Plague may not just be evolving any longer. It may have already started
to mature and replicate in immeasurable amounts.
All it will take for the Blue Gulf Plague to become a worldwide epidemic is for a
minuscule cluster of viral infected bacteria to be immersed in a chemical mutagen, such
as Corexit. The potential results could easily make the 1918 Spanish Flu look minor in
comparison.
While those of us living on the Gulf Coast go about our daily lives, a time bomb is ticking
louder and louder in the Gulf of Mexico. It’s not a matter of if there are mutant viruses
present: It’s a matter of when that first cluster will spread – if it hasn’t started to already
- and how fast it will become a pandemic of astronomical proportions.

We have sent our research and findings to private biology and virology experts for
further verification. Water samples have been sent to a university laboratory outside of
North America. All additional results will be published as soon as they are received.
Additional resources
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bacteria
http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-good-bacteria.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutagen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutation
http://hubpages.com/hub/Mutation-cause-and-effect
http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/Virus%20mutation
http://www.mansfield.ohio-state.edu/~sabedon/biol1075.htm
This article may be reproduced in part or in its entirety provided the source is displayed
as the World Vision Portal along with the internet link shown at the top of the article.
International Common Law Copy Rights by Michael Edward and the World Vision Portal
at http://www.worldvisionportal.org.
EXCLUSIVE: Tests find sickened family has 50.3 ppm of Corexit’s 2butoxyethanol in swimming pool — JUST ONE HOUR NORTH OF TAMPA (lab
report included)
AUGUST 30TH, 2010 *Exclusive* Credit: FloridaOilSpillLaw.com-- “Our heads are
still swimming,” stated Barbara Schebler of Homosassa, Florida, who received word last
Friday that test results on the water from her family’s swimming pool showed 50.3 ppm
of 2-butoxyethanol, a marker for the dispersant Corexit 9527A used to break up and
sink BP’s oil in the Gulf of Mexico.

The problems began for the Scheblers a few weeks after the April 20 blow-out. “Our first
clue were rashes we both got early in May. Both my husband and I couldn’t get rid of
the rashes and had to get cream from our doctor,” Schebler noted, “I never had a rash
in my life.”

Then, on “July [23], my husband Warren mowed the lawn. It was hot so he got in the
pool to cool off afterward. That afternoon he had severe diarrhea and very dark urine.
This lasted about 2 days,” she revealed.
Initially, they reasoned this was caused by the heat. The following week Mr. Schebler
again mowed the lawn and went in the pool, and again he was sickened with the same
severe symptoms.
Suspicious that the pool may be a problem, the family set out to get the water tested.
The Scheblers found Robert Naman, a Mobile, Alabama chemist who’s performed
multiple tests (1, 2, 3) for WKRG Channel 5, also out of Mobile.
“Warren collected a water sample from the pool filter on August 17th… packed the
sample according to Mr. Naman’s instructions, and overnighted it to his Mobile, Ala. lab
that same day,” she noted.
The results were delivered by Naman over the phone on August 27 at 11:00 a.m. EDT.
A copy of the findings were then e-mailed to the Scheblers. To view the document, click
here.
“Naman [said] our pool water sample we sent him contained 50.3 ppm [parts per million]
2-butoxyethanol marker for Corexit,” according to Mrs. Schebler. Tests for arsenic came
back at less than .02 ppm.
A July letter from four top scientists noted, “Corexit 9527A contains 2-BTE (2butoxyethanol), a toxic solvent that ruptures red blood cells, causing hemolysis
(bleeding) and liver and kidney damage (Johanson and Bowman, 1991, Nalco, 2010).”
The safety data sheet provided by Nalco, the manufacturer of Corexit 9527A, warns,
“Harmful if absorbed through skin. May be harmful if swallowed. May cause liver and
kidney effects and/or damage. There may be irritation to the gastro-intestinal tract.”
Mr. Schebler’s “severe diarrhea and very dark urine” appear to indicate gastro-intestinal
tract irritation.
BP Press Officer Daren Beaudo released a statement on August 28 that reads, “Unified
Command records indicate that the last date of use of the Corexit 9527 was May 22,”
almost three months before the samples were taken from the pool.
Yet, the Schebler’s report is the second time in the last 10 days that the 2-butoxyethanol
marker for Corexit 9527A has been discovered near the Gulf. It has also been found
near the Florida border in Cotton Bayou, AL, at about 1/4 the level as in Homosassa,
FL. A WKRG segment from August 19 featured an inland water sample that tested for
13.3 ppm of the Corexit dispersant.

The question remains, how did this chemical find its way into the Schebler’s pool in
such a high concentration?
“At night we would hear very low aircraft, including helicopters. We figured they were
just heading to help out in the Gulf,” and Mrs. Schebler added that she was told, “The
prevailing winds from the Gulf are easterly — and when they spray, it is airborne — and
that we are right in the path of those winds.” It was also noted that, “We had alot of rain
here before my husband got sick, and wondered what was going on… We had been
having daily downpours in July.”











1,000 ppb TOLUENE found in INLAND waters near Florida border; "Hydrocarbon
levels that exceed safe exposure limits" present in multiple areas (RESULTS &
AUDIO) 6:13 am
"OIL WAS APPARENTLY AIRBORNE" says city-employed geologist -- Reports
of "oily brown substance" that "you could actually feel it in your hair" (PHOTO &
AUDIO) 5:30 am
Mississippi officials find 80 to 90 PERCENT of OYSTERS DEAD — claim NO
EVIDENCE OIL CONTRIBUTED 3:05 am
INLAND fish kill near Destin, FL: Reporter says “red plume replaced the visible
bottom” & “Oily sheen with a foamy, bubbling substance with reddish stringy
globs” — BP DENIES LINK 7:21 pm
"Octane in your blood": Humans on Gulf Coast show "dangerous levels of toxic
exposure", Hexane is "way high" -- Treatment for "ORGAN DAMAGE"
recommended (LAB REPORT) 6:33 pm
Florida/Alabama area: Tests show ethylbenzene, other hydrocarbons in blood of
coastal residents -- "Everyone is getting sick", it's "becoming an aerosol"
(VIDEO)
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Barack Obama just invited the United Nations to join his
ongoing fight against Arizona and dozens of other states
attempting to enforce the immigration laws that he refuses to
enforce.
Unfortunately, you read that right. On August 20, the United
States, for the first time ever, submitted a 29-page "Universal
Periodic Review" (UPR) to the UN Human Rights Council,
which outlines a laundry list of human rights abuses allegedly committed by the

United States.
Contained within that laundry list of so-called abuses is a direct condemnation
of S.B. 1070, legislation enacted by the state of Arizona (and supported by an
overwhelming majority of the American people), which seeks to do the job that
the federal government has refused to do... secure the border.
Specifically, the Obama Administration wrote in the report: "A recent Arizona
law, S.B. 1070, has generated significant attention and debate at home and
around the world. The issue is being addressed in a court action that argues that
the federal government has the authority to set and enforce immigration law. That
action is ongoing; parts of the law are currently enjoined."
The submission of this UPR is the first step in a United Nations review process
which will culminate with the issuance of a plan of action, approximately 90 days
from now, from a panel of UN bureaucrats from France, Japan and Cameroon.
At that point, the United States would be expected to "voluntarily" comply with
the panel's recommendations, but as the UN Human Rights Council states on its
website: "The Human Rights Council will decide on the measures it would need to
take in case of persistent non-cooperation by a State..."
In short, Barack Obama has upped the ante. Not content with simply filing a
frivolous federal suit against the people of Arizona, Obama has transformed his
amnesty feud with the American people into an international human rights cause
and effectively placed the people of Arizona (and other states that are
considering similar border security bills) under the jurisdiction of a gang of
America-hating United Nations bureaucrats.
Use the hyperlink below to send your urgent and personalized Blast Faxes to the
Republican and Democratic Leaders of the U.S. Senate and U.S. House of
Representatives. Or alternatively, send your urgent Blast Faxes to each and every
Member of the United States Senate and the United States House of
Representatives. That's over 530 faxes.
Tell them, in no uncertain terms, that President Obama has gone too far and that
his latest attempt to sic the United Nations on Arizona, the 22 others states
considering similar immigration enforcement legislation and the people of the
United States is an affront to our national sovereignty that cannot be tolerated.
Tell them to stand up to President Obama and secure the border now.

If button above does not work, please use this hyperlink.
Obama wants global judgment on U.S.
Gives U.N. report that is expected to be 'cannon fodder' for critics
August 30, 2010--By Stewart Stogel--WorldNetDaily --UNITED NATIONS – The
Obama administration recently turned in the Universal Periodic Review report for the
United States to the UN’s international body's Human Rights Council.
The 29-page document constituted the first time the U.S. had submitted a document to
that U.N. panel.
Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer in a letter to Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, she said, "The
idea of our own American government submitting the duly enacted laws of a state of the
United States for review by the United Nations is internationalism run amok and is
unconstitutional."
In the war on terrorism, Obama said it will treat al-Qaida as a state with full legal
standing. Other subjects addressed included education, employment and Indian affairs.
Officials with the U.S. State Department said the submission of the report is just the first
step: the next will be a "formal presentation" by the U.S. government explaining to the
panel at a Human Rights Council meeting in Geneva.
"Aside from the [Obama] administration's obvious self-aggrandizement (President
Obama is referred to over 20 times in the 25-page report, and his health care reform is
credited with vast achievements that have yet to be realized, if they ever will)," the
report said.
The Obama administration said the chance "to discuss with our citizenry and with fellow
members of the Human Rights Council our accomplishments, challenges, and vision for
the future" is good. "We welcome observations and recommendations that can help us
on that road to a more perfect union." http://www.wnd.com/?pageId=197381

Obama Secret Plan for November Victory
August 30, 2010, 08:51 PM--www.capoliticalnews.com
The Obama/Democrat secret plan to win in November has
become public. He will allow illegal aliens to vote, by
"mistake".

"As Matt Mayer vividly describes in a new Heritage Web Memo, the Obama
administration is implementing a de facto amnesty that will allow the vast majority of
illegal aliens to remain in the United States without being disturbed by the Department of
Homeland Security or any attempts to deport them. The administration is apparently
extending no prosecution of illegal voting by noncitizens and a green light to becoming a
citizen even if you have violated federal law."
"The FOX story cites immigration advocates claiming that illegal voting can be an honest
mistake. The director of the Immigration Advocates Network says that a lot of people are
truly very unaware about not being eligible to vote. Really?! The official federal voter
registration form available, here, asks you at the top of the form in its very first question
(even before you fill in your name): Are you a citizen of the United States of America ? In
the signature block on the form, it specifically asks you to swear/affirm that: I am a United
State citizen.
Honest mistake? What a joke. It is a felony. As long as President Obama occupies (and
that is the correct word) the White House, criminals from other nations will control our
jobs, streets and money.
This is why we need regime change on November 2. Our President has told the United
Nations that Arizona is racist. It looks like he has lost his moral and ethical compass (He
never had one).
Read More...

Correction on Last Report
drjohnson@ix.netcom.com writes:In the Snopes rebuttal you will see that it is not
denying the décor of Obama, it is denying that there was a stars and stripes background
with other recent presidents in the Oval office (which is true). The décor (which is
authentic) in this picture of Obama (it was taken in the East room (not the Oval office)
on May 27th 2010 regarding the Gulf crisis). The Snopes article does admit there were
no flags in the East Room during this picture but personally I have never seen such a
middle Eastern décor with any president. So to deny that there is no truth to this
information is going way to far whereas things do need to be clarified and I will try to do
this in the next teaching. Snopes is many times nothing more a disinformation source
itself. They are no Gold Standard and I do not trust them. God bless!
'Islamization' of Paris a Warning to the West
By Dale Hurd--CBN News Sr. Reporter--Wednesday, September 01, 2010
PARIS - Friday in Paris. A hidden camera shows streets
blocked by huge crowds of Muslim worshippers and
enforced by a private security force.

This is all illegal in France: the public worship, the blocked
streets, and the private security. But the police have been
ordered not to intervene.
It shows that even though some in the French government
want to get tough with Muslims and ban the burqa, other
parts of the French government continue to give Islam a
privileged status.
An ordinary French citizen who has been watching the
Islamization of Paris decided that the world needed to see
what was happening to his city. He used a hidden camera
to start posting videos on YouTube. His life has been
threatened and so he uses the alias of "Maxime Lepante. "
Watch:
http://www.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2010/August/Islamizati
on-of-Paris-a-Warning-to-the-West/

Satanist to Host Blasphemy Ritual at Oklahoma City Civic Center
Watch: http://www.koco.com/video/24818918/index.html

Will Focus on the Family and The Truth Project Warn About “Unio
Mystica,” “Oneness,” and Contemplative Prayer?
There are concerns about why in Lesson 8 of the Truth Project, Del
Tackett uses the term “unio mystica” and “oneness.” If Christian leaders
are going to use these terms (terms that frequently and usually are used
by the New Age/New Spirituality), then these Christian leaders should take
care to educate their followers of Satan’s devices and the New Spirituality
deception that is so prevalent with the evangelical church today. It may
seem petty to some, but using such terms can, even if unknowingly,
condition Christians to be more accepting of the concepts. Focus on the
Family has not shown itself to be a ministry that takes spiritual deception
serious in that they have and do continue to promote contemplative
spirituality, a spirituality that fits right in with the New Age terms of unio
mystica and oneness.
One website describes how contemplative prayer is synonymous with unio
mystical: [quote] Contemplative prayer helps to calm the mind and
cultivate inner silence. It seeks to reach a non-conceptual, loving

awareness of the Divine. Its ultimate aim is the unio mystica, the
divine union in which the human soul gets merged in the Godhead.
http://meditationtechniques.suite101.com/article.cfm/contemplative_prayer#ixzz0xwVSqlTR
The question remains, will Focus on the Family and Del Tackett ever warn
their listeners? Or will they keep talking about unio mystical and oneness
without issuing a strong warning to the body of Christ. Will they continue to
promote contemplative advocates like Gary Thomas and Richard Foster?
Ironically, the title of Tackett’s website article is called “A Silent Killer in the
House” (referring to carbon monoxide). Well, there is a “silent” killer in the
church. It is called contemplative prayer.
Other information: http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/blog/?p=4497

James Dobson Exposed





James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem and Psychology (show me how to
be saved on his website)
James Dobson and Romanism (ecumenism)
Beware of "Psycho-Heresy"
Dr. James Dobson (One of the most famous heretical "Christian"
psychologists.)

Endorses: The Passion of the Christ (3/04)
General Teachings/Activities (11/00)
Sex, Lies & The Truth (8/97)
Turn Your Heart Toward Home
Dobson Dead Wrong about Self-Esteem (8/98)
James Dobson Promotes Freud (11/00)

Glenn Beck Warning
Dear Scott,

We are currently watching the Restoring Honor rally in DC at the Lincoln
Memorial this morning....not to mention that it is right near the Washington
Obelisk..! We have some concerns with Beck and his real agenda.
Although he seems to have "some" good things that he brings out. We were
shocked to hear the invocation prayer at the beginning (not sure who the man
was). He prayed and although much of his prayer sounded on the surface to
be "ok" , we had great concern when he kept saying "gods"....not just once (at
first we thought he miss-spoke) but probably 8 times through the prayer! We were
sickened. He also prayed accompanied by a several native Americans (shamans,
Rabbi, Baptist preacher) like they were all together.
Also great concern that Liberty University is really supportive of this
"movement". They had bus loads of students go up for the rally as announced by
Jerry Falwell,Jr, Wednesday at the LU convocation that is available at the LU
website to watch. The Liberty University praise team (The Sounds of Liberty)
sang at the start of the rally....they were not named, but we live in the Lynchburg
area so know who they are. Jerry Falwell Jr....is really on board with Beck from
his own mouth and all his appearances on Glen's show.....Beck spoke at the May
2010 LU Graduation as the keynote speaker.
Lots of other concerns as we listen to this rally....one of the Afro-American
speakers (preacher C.L. King, we think ) just announced that Glenn Beck was the
son of God! WOW.....crazy stuff!
Just wondering, if you might want to look into this and address it in an upcoming
teaching. Is Glenn Beck the next Rick Warren...??? Mixing a little truth with
lies....and promoting his Mormon faith as Christian.
Thought you might want to hear this prayer...if you have not already. Beck
introduces him as "Pastor Paul Jail" (not sure how he spells his last name).....
This "pastor" is the one who does the invocation prayer at the rally.....Using
"gods" about 8 times. Link below.
Play and end at 5:43: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=47V-dpiLM78
Praying for you and your family......
Lyndon and Heather
In 2009, without any basis whatsoever, Glenn Beck falsely stated that the
Holocaust museum shooter, James W. von Brunn, was a “hero” to people who
question the official story of 9/11– a transparently deliberate attempt to associate
the Truth movement with violence.

Watch: Glenn Beck’s True Colors
Even in non-political settings and non-9/11 related issues Beck has shown contempt for
average people he considers himself superior to. A good example of this is an old
segment on his radio show called “Moron Trivia” in which he would call convenience
stores and ask the beleaguered workers there trivial questions about current
issues while secretly ridiculing them to his audience. Though Glenn Beck gleefully
pretended he was doing the cruel segment against his own will, the fact is that if he truly
didn’t want to do it, he wouldn’t have. It’s much like a sadistic husband beating his wife,
all the while voicing his regret over what her actions are making him do.
God, the Gospel, and Glenn Beck
Dr. Russell Moore - 8/30/2010--A Mormon television star stands in front of the
Lincoln Memorial and calls American Christians to revival. He assembles some
evangelical celebrities to give testimonies, and then preaches a God and country
revivalism that leaves the evangelicals cheering that they've heard the
gospel, right there in the nation's capital.
The news media pronounces him the new leader of America's Christian
conservative movement, and a flock of America's Christian conservatives have
no problem with that. If you'd told me that ten years ago, I would have assumed it
was from the pages of an evangelical apocalyptic novel about the end-times. But
it's not. It's from this week's headlines. And it is a scandal.
2Cor 6:14 Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what
fellowship hath righteousness with unrighteousness? and what communion hath
light with darkness?
2Cor 6:15 And what concord hath Christ with Belial? or what part hath he that
believeth with an infidel?
2Cor 6:16 And what agreement hath the temple of God with idols? for ye are the
temple of the living God; as God hath said, I will dwell in them, and walk in
[them]; and I will be their God, and they shall be my people.
2Cor 6:17 Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the
Lord, and touch not the unclean [thing]; and I will receive you,
2Cor 6:18 And will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons and daughters,
saith the Lord Almighty.
Fox News commentator Glenn Beck, of course, is that Mormon at the center of all
this. The Mormon doctrine of God does not correspond to the Christian doctrine
of the Trinity. The Mormon doctrine of God includes many gods, not one. Mormon
doctrine also teaches that Satan and Jesus Christ are brothers. Furthermore,

Mormonism teaches that we are what God once was and are becoming what He
now is. That is in direct conflict with Christian orthodoxy.
Contemporary Mormonism presents the Book of Mormon as "another testament
of Jesus Christ," but the Jesus of the Book of Mormon is not the only begotten
Son of God, the second person of the Trinity, or the one through whose death on
the cross we can be saved from our sins.
See Dr. Johnson’s Teaching: Mormonism Exposed!
Beck (in and of himself) isn't the real problem though. He's an entrepreneur and
he knows his market (see video news report). What concerns me here is not what
this says about Beck or the "Tea Party" or any other entertainment or political
figure. What concerns me is about what this says about the Christian
churches in the United States.
Too often, and for too long, American "Christianity" has been a political
agenda in search of a gospel useful enough to accommodate it.
Leaders will always be tempted to bypass the problem behind the
problems like captivity to sin & bondage to demonic powers. That's
why so many of our Christian ‘superstars’ smile at crowds of
thousands, reassuring them that they don't like to talk about sin. That's
why other Christian celebrities are seen to be courageous for fighting their
culture wars, while they carefully leave out the sins most likely to be endemic to
the people paying the bills in their movements.
Where there is no true gospel, false gospels will fill the void. The prophet Isaiah
warned us of such conspiracies replacing the Word of God centuries ago (Is.
8:12–20).
Mormonism, Judaism, Shamanism and Mammonism are contrary to the gospel of
Jesus Christ. They offer another Lord Jesus than the One offered in the
Scriptures and Christian tradition, and another way to approach him. An embrace
of these tragic new vehicles is a betrayal of the true Gospel of the Lord Jesus
Christ. Any "revival" that is possible without the Lord Jesus Christ is a "false
revival".
The ultimate answer includes local churches that preach the gospel of Jesus
Christ, and disciple their congregations to know the difference between the
kingdom of God and the latest political whim. Dominionism

To Glenn Beck: Same-sex marriage is a threat to the Republic - and to kids
8/30/2010--By Bryan Fischer--Glenn Beck veered disastrously off-course on the Bill
O’Reilly program two weeks ago when he said that same-sex marriage is not “a threat

to the country.”
It’s a threat to freedom of religion, freedom of speech, freedom of association, and
worst, represents a clear and present danger to children.
A 74-year-old grandmother was dragged off to jail in Philadelphia for standing on a
public sidewalk and quietly declaring the truth about homosexuality. She was facing 47
years in prison until cooler heads prevailed.
A student at Augusta State University has just been thrown out of the school’s
counseling program - with the approval of a federal judge, no less - because she
believes that homosexual relationships are unnatural. Her opportunity to pursue the
career of her choice in a helping profession has now been shot to pieces. What about
her, Glenn?
If special rights are given to people just because they are sodomites, no person will be
able to criticize homosexual behavior on Biblical or moral grounds without running the
risk of legal punishment.
Goodbye freedom of speech and goodbye freedom of religion. You, Glenn, will have
aided and abetted those who are out to destroy two of the inalienable rights God has
given to men, and you don’t think that’s a threat to this country?
We must choose between the homosexual agenda and religious liberty, because it is
impossible to have both. Every advance of the homosexual agenda comes at the
expense of our first liberty, the very first right enshrined in the Bill of Rights, the right to
freedom of religious expression. You have chosen the side of suppression and tyranny
over the light of liberty.
You announced the formation of a new “Black-Robed Regiment” to call this nation out of
spiritual darkness. At the “Divine Destiny” event, you rebuked the churches in American
for having “grown soft,” and rightly declared that they need “backbone and spine” in
order to respond to the people who are “begging for right and wrong.”
But you just told Bill O’Reilly that losing our way on a fundamental issue of “right and
wrong” - marriage and the family - does not represent a threat to our country because
we have “bigger fish to fry.” What exactly is this “Black-Robed Regiment” going to say
on human sexuality, if you have disarmed them before they’ve fired their first salvo?
Perhaps worse, you seem cavalier about the devastating impact homosexual marriage
will have on children, who will be adopted haphazardly into homes having either two
mommies or two daddies. What an abomination!!

http://www.renewamerica.com/columns/fischer/100829

